THE SUNDERBUNS.	II
reach of water, giving one the impression we were enter-
ing a lake; and shortly afterwards we found ourselves- in
a channel so narrow that we almost touched the banks
^n both sides, and which barely allowed a passage where
there was a sharp turn in the stream. We had native
pilots who knew the region thoroughly, and were in no
danger of going astray. The land down to the water's
edge was covered with the densest tropical vegetation, so
that the banks often bounded jur view, except when
the trees on it were lower than those beyond. In the
waters and out, wild beasts abound. Alligators were
seen dropping from the banks into the stream on hearing
the approach of the steamer. We saw no tigers, but we
heard much about them as we were threading our way
through that region. The previous year, early one morn-
ing, the watch on the deck of the flat was startled by
a tiger leaping on board, and, evidently bewildered by
its new circumstances, leaping off on the other side.
Messrs. Lacroix and Gogerly, when on a native boat in
the Sunderbuns, were witnesses of a desperate fight
between a tiger and an alligator. The story has been
often told
Less than two centuries ago there was a large popula-
tion in what may be called that amphibious region, the
soil when cleared being very rich; but owing to the
incursions of. Mug pirates from the coast of Burmah, and
the oppression of Muhammadan rulers of Bengal, *the
most of the inhabitants perished, others fled, and so
complete was the ruin that the exact site of once pros-
perous cities is unknown. In a region like the Sunderbuns,
when man's restraining and improving hand is withdrawn
every trace of his presence disappears under the rank
vegetation, which speedily covers the sphere of his

